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 Abstract 
This dissertation was written as a part of the MSc in ICT Systems at the International 
Hellenic University. Here goes a summary of the dissertation. 
The primary target of this project is to find out a proper way of importing electric 
vehicles into the grid. The old “traditional” grid is taking a new form and from 
passive energy production systems to active-controlled energy production systems 
and is named “smart grid”. The main challenge will be to distribute the energy equally 
throughout the year. 
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1. Smart Grids. 
 
1.1 Historical review on the power grids. 
 
The electrical Power Grid as it remains until today started to develop the 
decade of 1870’s. Systems were built and sold separately to provide the 
necessary energy mostly on factories. The first technology that was used was 
the DC (direct current), but very soon AC (alternative current) was introduced 
and prevailed over DC for having many advantages. With AC technology, the 
energy can be transferred without many losses and more economically.  
The grid was constructed as a centralized unidirectional of electric power 
transmission and distribution. The current is flowing only in one direction and 
that is from the power production towards the users. At the beginning the grid 
was not conceived as one connected system but as many systems being 
separated. As time passed it proved that inter-connected systems were more 
reliable and making energy transfer more economically. Power stations were 
connected to each other to provide electricity to all households and industry. 
They were placed specifically designed to be near the fossil fuel, for example 
the coal mines that provided the amount of energy needed to produce 
electricity and not to carry the fuel from far away. The hydro dams were 
constructed on the waterfalls to take advantage the potential energy. Later the 
nuclear power plants were constructed near water supplies in order to cooling 
of the water.  
The definition “smart grid” is recently given and it can be interpreted in many 
ways. Of course the most important one is the technologically improved grid. 
Then the second most important is the controlled grid. And then the best fitted 
meaning is the economically preferred grid. Generally it is the grid that is 
separated from the passive and un-controlled and now is active and 
controlled. 
 
 
 
 Picture 1.1 Many feed points and possible storage of energy 
[51]
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1.2 Smart Grid characteristics. 
 
Some basic features can be recognized for the smart grids, although not been 
recognized as standards.  
 One basic feature is how reliable the newly installed grid is. That arises 
from the fault detection techniques that are installed and from the 
automated reconstruction of the systems after a possible disaster. It is 
worth mentioning that the old grid is using a radial type of distributing 
energy and is also capable of protecting the systems having at least 
two routes of distributing energy. 
 Another important characteristic is how flexible a grid can be. Until now 
the energy flow was one direction and in the situation that the 
production of electricity was higher than the consumption there could 
be incidents of harming the grid with the form of blackouts. The next 
generations of grids are designed to handle two ways of power 
circulation. That means that energy can be produced at a specific 
point, a house for example with photovoltaic panels, and at the same 
time the grid can manage the absorption of this energy and distribution 
at the same house. 
 Efficiency is a key feature of the smart grids. A way that efficiency can 
be increased is called Demand Side Management (DSM). It is a way of 
distributing energy partially, when needed and pre-organized. This way 
the price of electricity will decrease something very important for all 
households. 
 Another improvement of the smart grids in comparison to the old grid is 
the load adjustment.  The consumption of energy might reach a peak at 
some point the system will warn the clients to reduce for a while in any 
way (closing the TVs, pausing the washing machines, etc.) so that the 
system will automatically start using larger energy generators and keep 
the energy flow stable.  
 Peak curtailment is another basic characteristic of smart grids. When 
high costs arise from energy consumption the new net metering 
technology communicates with the end users and decides to decrease 
consumption in order to prevent system overload. An example is when 
utility companies would reduce the energy flow towards an area with 
charging points for electric vehicles. During this time of high energy 
consumption it is inevitable the price of electricity to be high. So peak 
curtailment (or peak leveling) is a means of shifting the energy 
consumption, thus having reduced price too, to another time of the day. 
This is a benefit for the consumer and the producer. The consumer 
decides whether to get in another time the energy needed at a better 
price or at the time when the energy is at high at demand and an 
increased price.  
 A more sustainable system is introduced along with the smart grids. All 
kinds of renewable energy sources are welcome to participate at any 
point of the grid to produce their energy and pass it to the grid. At the 
new grid storing energy in also possible at any point. The classic grids 
are constructed in a way that they cannot support having many energy 
feed points, especially at the transmission side of the network. With the 
introduction of the smart grids, inserting renewable energy into the 
network came along. 
 Demand response is a new characteristic worth mentioning and it 
means in a general way that the new grid is designed to watch the 
energy spend and prevent phenomena like brownout and blackout. The 
two major benefits are that the power utilities don’t need to have so 
much extra reserve power generation and that equipment is protected. 
This is possible within the grid between the generation plants the 
power lines and the final user. Many communication points are 
established and control of the network is always possible and easier 
than before. 
 A better market approach will be established and the consumer will 
always be informed the price of electricity at all times. This enhances 
the relationship between the energy supplier and the final consumer. A 
result will be the same for both sides and that is flexibility in when to 
produce the greater amount of energy and when to consume it. The 
price flexibility will result in better energy efficiency. At the distribution 
side of the grid the households will have new advanced appliances that 
can be set to operate when the price will be lower or higher when 
necessary. 
 Online platform with few data burdening the internet. The internet at 
each house is used mostly in data acquisition. The comparison of the 
data that are transferred between an average use and the online 
platform for the smart grids is that few kilobytes are enough to control 
the appliances, to shut them of in emergency, to postpone the function 
in order to get a better prince. This is also a mean of collaboration for 
greater companies to compare their data in different fields and come to 
better conclusions. For example communication companies like Cisco 
and Google to cooperate with energy producing companies like deddie 
or depa in Greece.  
 
 
 
1.3 Next generation Grid technology. 
 
The emerging smart grids in order to prevail over the classic grid a 
communicative system must be main the core where everything will be 
constructed around it and support it. Some crucial requirements will be 
mentioned later for the grid to operate and communicate correctly. The energy 
of the next generation grid will not come solely from renewable or completely 
new forms of power producing. The old power generators will be supported 
but will have to be improved in a way that they will communicate both with the 
power utilities and the end consumers. As time passes renewable power 
resources will be added onto the grid and maybe someday they will be the 
only energy generators. One major challenge in the near future will be to shift 
the energy consumption when renewable energy is been produced so 
traditional power generators that produce CO2 will be used less.  
 
 
 
Picture 1.2 Basic architecture of communication systems in smart grids 
[46]
. 
 
 
The picture 1.2 depicts the smart grid communication infrastructure. This is 
composed from home area networks (HAN), from business area networks 
(BAN), neighborhood area networks (NAN), data servers and stationary 
automation controllers. It is clear that smart grids are capable of providing 
energy for residential, commercial and industrial usage. This happens at the 
distribution and transmission part of the grid. The energy transfer is 
accompanied with information data that flows through the whole grid from the 
users until the power generators. With this bi-directional communication 
infrastructure the smart metering techniques can provide real time data 
obtainment that corresponds to the demand of the users. The power utilities 
can adjust the load and the power production accordingly.  
.At this time the data that needs to be moved through the communication lines 
is possible through the wide area network (WAN). This network can be either 
the copper lines or fiber optical lines. Streaming data through the air is also 
possible through the GSM, LTE, WiMax network. The Supervisory Control 
And Data Acquisition (SCADA) is an application that has been developed over 
time and is supervising and controlling the system. Devices have been 
developed over the last ten years but there are compatibility issues regarding 
their ip address for entering the internet properly. The scada system should 
evolve in a way to be able to handle the increasing data from the power 
devices.  
The power line communication is a key factor point in smart grids. Generally 
the power lines are becoming the means that data flows from the users to the 
power generator. There is already a 3rd generation of PLC’s that improved the 
amount of data travelling through the lines and increased the frequency from 
3 kHz-95 kHz to a few MHz. The PLC’s are mainly responsible for distribution 
automation and advanced metering management. One important feature 
added is the understanding of PLC’s for the fluctuation of the data. 
Another important key factor in smart grids is the “Distributed Energy 
Resources”. Many scalable energy production resources and different in the 
way they operate must be added in the smart grid. For example in the same 
power lines a vast field of photovoltaic panels that produce high voltage must 
insert the energy they produce in the same line that a single wind turbine 
produces. This is a challenge because the wind is not stable and the energy 
produced by the sun comes during the day. The photovoltaic inverters have to 
have active voltage control and also they must be able to interact with the 
grid, something that is possible for some years. New brilliant ideas have to be 
examined thoroughly and new technologies must be examined for the 
purpose of improving the smart grids. New techniques, like storing the energy 
at electric vehicles, must be used in order to increase the grid’s stability. The 
data models have to be defined in standards so it will be easier and much 
faster data to be accessed, monitored and coordinated. For example the data 
model IEC 61850 can be combined with proper web protocols.  
Some plans have been made in integrating DER generation into the existing 
grid that is almost completely carbon fuel powered. Biomass energy 
production power plants are also included. Because the grid is constructed as 
one way radial mode, many renewable power production methods have not 
been taken into account. The social acceptance is very important in this 
upgrade. A smooth transaction for the information of the people is essential. 
People have to know how to operate the new devices, how to be more 
efficient in their everyday of spending energy.  
The advanced metering infrastructure, or smart metering, is the most 
important key factor for the communication between a smart utility meter and 
a power production company. The smart meter’s work is to identify the power 
that has been consumed with many details. Then all data that is gathered is 
send to the company for analyzing.   
The fourth key factor that needs to be mentioned is the monitoring and 
controlling in general. Scada systems have been used until today very 
efficient. These systems indicate that high voltage is the key point where a 
grid has to be almost completely controlled. A newer distributed monitoring 
control has been introduced that is the evolution of the SCADA systems. 
These systems will eventually evolve to support even the power generation in 
the micro grid part.  
 
 Picture 1.3 Smart meter from General Electric. 
 
 
1.4 Benefits for all sides. 
 
In order for all sides to be satisfied with the new technology smart grids can 
be promoted in some ways. There are some key motivation incentives that will 
make the power production side and the energy users’ side to accept it and 
willingly to move to a newer improved grid. The most important is the 
enhanced customer experience. Improved services and uninterrupted power 
supply, secure and “green” is the key factor that will make customers embrace 
the new technology. Increased productivity is also a motive for all customers 
to prepare in a better and more organized way their power consumption. 
Improved utilization is a motive for both sides and it comes from the detailed 
real data of energy consumption. Power production utilities can predict what 
technology must be used in all cases and when to use it. Also companies can 
have a safe plan in case of blackout. Another major motive for everyone is the 
amount of “green” energy that will be used that will cause to less carbon gas 
emissions.  A motive that is worth mentioning is that the energy production 
and distribution will be easier to be regulated.  
 
 Picture 1.4 Results of the communication infrastructure 
[47]
. 
 
 
 
1.5 Smart grid projects. 
 
The power industry is changing the ICT systems in order to adapt to the new 
coming changed electrical grid. The business model is also changing to 
support next generation transactions. In this part it is essential to mention 
projects that have been undertaken by the power industry to improve the 
technology in all sectors and the communication systems.  
The first project that has taken place and is proved to worth implementing into 
the system is the Energy Web. That means that from observing an area the 
results will make the utility produce specific amount of energy. The 
communication for the observation will take place in the internet. All data will 
flow through the ordinary lines that are used for the majority of the 
households.  
 
  
 
Picture 1.5 Energy Web 
[48]
. 
 
In Picture 1.5 the generators are connected with adaptors that collect the 
data. Prices change in real time. Smart devices will be able to interpret all 
signals and to organize as wished from the users.  
Another project that is on the way of entering the smart grids is the net 
metering or smart metering. Major companies have invested in constructing in 
a smart metering infrastructure. The smart meters will support the wanted 
electric appliances for a period of twenty years in same cases. Firmware 
upgrading is possible for the net meters. A project that involved customers 
has taken place and is named smart community. For a period of time 
electrical devices had to be operated according to the new smart grid rules. 
The data were circulating from the local networks and collected at the power 
utility. Consumers also had the ability to be informed about the traffic and all 
the data that was collected. This data was accessible even from PDA’s and 
smartphones.  
 
 Picture 1.6 Smart community project 
[49]
. 
 
 
An ongoing project is the future control center. The next generation of 
controlling, monitoring and communicating grid is planned thoroughly. Some 
characteristics that define this project are i) the human centered monitoring 
system that means behind the automation the control will be at human’s 
hands. ii) Comprehensive online analysis that means power utility companies 
will define boundaries on the power they produce. Also simulation techniques 
will help partially. iii) Self-healing system control are also simulation 
techniques but they are focused mostly on prevention of disasters like 
blackouts. If a disaster is unavoidable and happens at some point the 
simulation targets to deal with the consequences and bring the grid into a 
“healing process”. That means that automatically processes will take place to 
correct the malfunctions and restart the grid.  
 
 
 
1.6 Requirements. 
 
The core of the smart grid as mentioned also before is the controlling, the 
monitoring and the communications part. For the most important part of the 
smart grids, the communication part, there are some requirements that have 
to be met. The first is the quality of service which means power has to be 
produced and transported seamlessly to the customers. The second is the 
ability of different systems to work together and is called interoperability. 
There are many tasks that have to be completed but they belong to different 
parts of the smart grids, even on the different side of the meter. Tasks like 
calculating the power consumed and then the information that is taken moved 
then into the database and then sent to a mainframe and kept there for 
analyzing. The National Institute for Standards and Technology is working on 
a framework that includes many standardized protocols. Successful 
interoperability will come in three phases.  
The first phase includes the successful engagement of the knowledge of the 
technology of smart grid and the usage of them. The second phase will 
establish a relationship between the possible customer and the power utility or 
even the managing board scheme. And finally at phase three connections will 
be made for testing the usage and the technology of the devices that are 
provided.  
 
 
 
Picture 1.7 Model with requirements 
[50]
. 
At picture 1.7 seven domains are obvious that are responsible for the 
distribution, the transmission, the bulk generation the prices and the operating 
services. 
Scalability is another requirement at smart grids. In the future many 
customers will be added like household and industry consumers. The 
communication infrastructure has to be upgradable. Therefore the best 
concept that is up to today is the ip based communication infrastructure.  
An emerging requirement is security. Internet attacks from dissatisfied 
employees or even terroristic attacks or even corporate espionage could 
possibly happen to a system that is common wide and operating continuously.   
 
 
1.7 Challenges. 
 
Some major challenges will be deployed in the last part of this chapter about 
smart grids. There will be challenges not only for the smart grid but also for 
the technology that will be used. Mostly on the communication part the on the 
ip protocols, the connections between the devices and others. First of all 
smart grids will last for a long time until a better technology will be introduced. 
Until then the system will become very complex and many customers, users 
and producers will be inside it. These users will communicate with the grid at 
all times. Before going into this status many simulations have to be done so 
the system will be partially or even fully capable of dealing with disasters. The 
scada systems must evolve to become simpler and more graphically for 
operators to use them easier. Faster controls will be also appreciated by the 
operators. Devices must become more intelligent in order to communicate 
with the grid and take decisions made by the scada systems. Demand 
response and load management are two parameters that need to be 
examined again thoroughly.  
Closing this chapter it is needless to say that implementing electric vehicles 
will be a major challenge but the hardest part will be to use them as storage 
devices. 
2. Electric Vehicles. 
 
2.1 Introduction. 
 
In this chapter the basic information will come to surface about the electric 
vehicles. It is important to know the technology and the basic operating in 
order to fit the electric vehicle into the new smart grids.   
The electric vehicle (e-car, ev car for convenience) was introduced in the 
middle of the 19th century and by the end of the century there was a 
production line and electrical vehicles were ready for commercial use. Today, 
the third century that they cross there has been a great success in the 
improvement of the technology but the success isn’t the same as internal 
combustion engine cars. Today’s concerns about the environment favors the 
ev-cars by giving incentives to industries that does research in this field.  
 
 
2.2 Early start. 
 
In the beginning the ev-cars came only with non-rechargeable batteries. At 
the end of the 19th century technology improved in this field and the 
rechargeable batteries had been developed and they were designed mostly 
for the ev-cars. People preferred the e-car rather than ic (internal combustion) 
engine cars. They were not noisy and they did not leave any gas or pollution. 
The greater use thought was professional rather than personal like taxi driving 
for example. The first car that broke the barrier of 100 kph was the “La Jamais 
Contente”, an electrical vehicle and it is shown in the picture 2.1. In the start 
of the the 20th century almost three hundred thousand cars were produced for 
professional use mostly [42]. But despite the great start the electric cars were 
pushed aside by ic engine cars. The reason is very simple and someone has 
to compare the energy storage option at that time. 
 Picture 2.1 The electric car is the first vehicle that broke the barrier of 100 kph 
[52]
. 
 
We will make a comparison to understand the reasons why the e-car did not 
prevail over the IC engine car since then. Despite the e-car having 90% 
efficient energy consumption versus the ic-car that had 20% the IC car took 
completely over the market. 4.5 liters of gasoline would move an average car 
for 50 km. To move a car the same distance an ev-car would need 270 kgr of 
lead acid batteries, the only choice then. And for an average tank in a car that 
holds 45 liters the necessary equal amount of energy storage would be 2700 
kgr of lead acid batteries. Another problem is the time that the batteries 
needed to be recharged. It would take several hours to do so instead of filling 
a gasoline tank in a few minutes.  Some problems have been solved until 
now, such as the reduction of the size of the batteries, the time that is needed 
to recharge them and the weight. There are some types of e-cars that are 
used for quite some time but not for long journeys as the ic cars. One of these 
is the golf course car that is used mainly for been noiseless and pollution-less 
in the golf field.  
Today the electric vehicles that are used are not more than five categories. 
The first is the battery fueled car, the second is the hybrid in which there are 
two engines, one electric motor and one internal combustion engine. The best 
example in this category is the Toyota Prius. Then there are the electric cars 
with fuel cells, e-cars connected to the power lines and cars that take the 
energy directly from the sun. The category that we will examine in order to 
store energy and use it in the smart grids is the battery fueled car. 
 Picture 2.2 Simple schematic of an electric vehicle. 
 
The most successful commercial e-car today is the Toyota Prius. The 
economy on fuel that is achieved and the safety that when the battery runs 
out of power the gasoline will take over, are responsible for this great 
resonance. It is believed that the prices of the batteries will drop significantly 
and the technology will further improve, making the e-car an attractive choice 
for the consumers.  
 
 
2.3 Storage methods. 
 
In all types of electric vehicles the most significant part is the storage option. 
The battery is the part of the car with the greatest weight, volume and of 
course one of the most expensive parts. In this part we will analyze the most 
common types of batteries and try to recognize the pros and the cons. All 
types of batteries have positive and negative electrodes accompanied by an 
electrolyte. The energy comes from a chemical reaction between the 
electrodes and the electrolyte. The first battery that has been developed and 
prevails until today is the lead acid battery, one time charge type and 
rechargeable type. The material that is developed today gives many 
combinations so many types can be constructed. After many tests the most 
commercial is the ones that include nickel, lithium, metal and sodium. 
However new types are on development and gives promising future 
specifications.  
Before naming the most common and commercial types of batteries we need 
to see the characteristics that define a battery. In the case of the electric 
vehicles the battery is viewed from the performance aspect. This would 
include energy density, energy efficiency time of charge and rate of discharge 
and finally the recycling of the battery itself.  
The capacity of the battery is the most significant parameter. It is expressed in 
amphours. The meaning is for example if a car has a battery capacity 1 amph 
and it needs 1 amp to operate it would take 1 hour to consume the energy. 
However in most cases the power is drained faster or slower depending on 
the ambient temperature and the usage. Stronger use drains faster the 
energy, sometimes at a rate of 30% more.  
Another crucial characteristic of the battery is the specific energy and it means 
the energy stored per kilo of mass of the battery. It is expressed in Wh/kg. 
A characteristic that shows the energy stored per volume is the energy 
density and it is expressed in Wh/m3 . Other characteristics are the amphour 
efficiency that shows how much of the energy taken from the battery to the 
energy given, the deep cycles that is the number of charging and discharging 
until the battery will charge to 15% maximum.     
The most common type of battery is the lead acid. In electric vehicles instead 
of chemical reaction with electrolyte the reaction takes place with fluid gel. 
The life time is on average in comparison to other type and must be kept in 
good form by charging and discharging frequently in order to avoid sulphation. 
This type has about 700 deep cycles before the maximum charge goes to 
20%. Lead acid is the cheapest option since the technology behind is the 
oldest.  
Nickel based batteries is another type that has been developed for over a 
century. The nickel cadmium is the direct competitor for lead acid mainly for 
the advantage of having a greater specific energy and having doubled the 
deep cycle number. On the downside the cost of nickel and cadmium is 
greater and they are harmful for the environment and for the human health.  
Sodium based batteries is another type that is developed 50 years ago. This 
kind of batteries fit into the electric car because they have the ability to be 
operated in high temperatures. They have very high specific energy, almost 
five times the one of the lead acid type. To obtain the energy the reaction of 
sodium and sulphur to obtain is necessary. This reaction is not stable and in 
many tests spontaneous fire came off which prohibited the electric vehicle 
industry to implement this type into the products.  
An evolved sodium type battery, the Zebra battery is developed and is very 
promising for use because the problem of fire bursts has been solved. The 
difference between a zebra and simple sodium sulphur battery is that in the 
zebra the electrolytes have been separated from the liquid and solid state 
sodium metal. A problem that is created though is that the zebra battery has 
to be operated at 320oC constantly. Despite the difficulties zebra is a very 
promising battery type. 
The most promising technology of all is the lithium type battery [41]. It has the 
highest specific energy and the energy density. The biggest downside is that 
this type of technology is currently very expensive. One other negative feature 
is that the voltage must be exactly the appropriate or else it would destroy the 
battery.  
The last type of battery that is attractive to the electric car industry is the air 
metal type. The whole approach of the construction and operation is different 
at this type. Changing the polarity of the current is not enough to recharge the 
battery but the electrodes need to be replaced as well. So it is considered half 
rechargeable. An example of metal type is the zinc air that is an improved 
model and has almost ten times more the specific energy than a simple metal 
air.  
The storage option is designed based on performance, cost and power. The 
designer has the option to choose whether a lithium that has the greatest 
specific energy but the greatest cost or a lead acid for lower performance but 
lower cost as well. The most significant characteristics are shown on the 
table. 
 Picture 2.3 Comparison of the available storage options.  
 
 
An innovative way to store energy is the flywheel. It is a simple disk spinning 
around it axis. The energy is taken when the disk is reducing the speed. The 
flywheel can be accelerated again in order to perform as a regenerative 
break. The kinetic energy of the flywheel can be used as kinetic energy for the 
car. The flywheel has very high specific power and it is a relatively simple 
device. But due to stresses it is hard to create a device to hold great amounts 
of energy. Also the friction transforms the energy into heat despite all the 
efforts having the flywheel into vacuum.  
Another innovative way of storing energy is within the super capacitors. The 
idea is simple and it looks like normal capacitor but with many differences. 
There are two conducting plates which are separated from an insulator. Both 
plates are connected to positive and negative dc current. Super capacitors 
have the ability to store great amounts of energy but for a higher cost. 
Because the voltage of one capacitor can reach up to 3 volt many will have to 
be used thus increasing the cost. Some features of super capacitors look alike 
those of flywheels, higher specific power and lower specific energy than the 
lead acid batteries. Another advantage over the flywheel is that super 
capacitors are safer because they do not explode when in great stress, in an 
accident for example.  
 
 
2.4 Alternative energy sources. 
 
The electric vehicle has been designed to take energy from the grid and in the 
near future electric vehicles might store energy and send it back to the grid. 
There are some other ways for electric cars to get the energy that need to be 
mentioned. One way is from the solar radiation. Solar photovoltaic panels 
convert energy from the sun into direct current with efficiency up to 20% for 
commercial use. Such panels can be fitted on the roofs of the cars to absorb 
the solar radiation when in stop or even when on the move. Solar panels can 
be also placed on the roofs of buildings. The energy that is absorbed on a roof 
of a car is very little when compared to Photovoltaic Park and the distance 
that a car would make only by charging a battery from a solar panel that is not 
greater than 3 m2 is very little and the user will always have the fear of 
running out of “fuel”. Mounting solar panels on e-cars is an expensive choice 
but it would be very useful for using that energy for cooling the battery for 
example or lights for the night or even heating and cooling the car [43].  
Another option for charging the e-car when not connected into the grid is from 
wind generators. The wind power will be transformed into direct current only 
when the car is stopped. There is no meaning in using it on the move because 
the losses from friction will be greater. In some cases wind power will produce 
more energy because the wind potential is greater in smaller areas than the 
photovoltaic panels and the energy generation efficiency can get up to 60% 
according to the theory of Betz. Of course producing energy in combination is 
a possibility.  
 
 
2.5 Technology of the electric vehicle. 
 
After the most important part of the electric car the batteries some 
components that also need a lot of developing and designing for each case of 
electric vehicle will be presented. The part that plays a very important role is 
the car engine. The engine car either be the “brushed DC motor” or the 
“brushless AC motor”. The brushed Dc motor is a DC power engine and the 
main characteristic is that the speed of the drive is proportional to the voltage 
applied or magnetic field applied. The main positive of the brushless engine is 
that the brushes that is used before has been replaced by power electronics 
and it is the main reason why car industries prefer this technology. Less cost 
in construction and maintenance. The motor in each case will be constructed 
with wound rotors, wound stators and permanent magnets.  
 
 
Picture 2.4 DC electric motor rotation 
[53]
.  
 
The permanent magnets can be replaced with a coil. When current runs 
through this coil the necessary magnetic field will be developed.  
A developed motor that is worth mentioning is the inductive motor. It has been 
introduced in the 19th century and the technology behind it is mature enough 
so it will be commercially available. It is called also asynchronous motor and 
an AC motor takes the energy from electromagnetic induction from the 
magnetic field of the stator [44]. The rotating field goes through the conductors 
of the rotor thus creating current.  To optimize the distribution of the magnetic 
field the windings are placed in slots around the stator with the magnetic field 
having the same number of poles. Induction motors run on one phase or three 
phase power. The efficiency of the induction motor is around 90% for the 
reason of stator and rotor leakages and magnetizing reactances.  
As a product the induction motor is widely spread because of the almost 
flawless operation and for having a competitive pricing in the market.  
 
 Picture 2.5 3-Phase induction motors with cooling fans 
[53]
.  
 
 
 
2.6 Modeling of the electric vehicle. 
 
The electric vehicles are designed taking into account two important 
parameters, the performance and the range that the car will have. In general 
for the performance the power of the engine is taken into account and for the 
range the size of the batteries and the weight.  
In detail, when performance is addressed to an electric car it means the 
acceleration and the maximum speed. When the e-car stopped developing it 
remained with very low performance. IC engine cars developed and prevailed 
in the market. Nowadays the electric motors have developed and reach a 
proper point that an electric vehicle can blend in the traffic and having the 
same performance as any other IC car. But the most important feature that 
prevents the electric cars from bursting into the market is the range and the 
time of charging. When it comes to designing an e-car all parameters that are 
taken into account in the IC car are take here as well, the total mass of the 
car, the aerodynamic drag and the rolling resistance. For the early speeds the 
electric engines keep a very high torque and it remains stable until the speed 
rises.  
The remaining problem is the range that an electrical car has. To identify the 
true range there are two simple ways. One is to drive the vehicle until it runs 
out of energy and see the distance traveled. It is highly unlikely that it can be 
simulated and print out realistic numbers. The range depends on the way of 
driving, the weather conditions and the environment. The second type of test 
to measure the range for an e-car is to drive to as many conditions as 
possible and simulate different kinds of conditions but for the distance 
traveled. One test that actually took place in Los Angeles of California and it is 
shown in the picture 2.6. For 1500 seconds different speed was applied and 
the range is the area between each acceleration and deceleration. These 
tests include urban driving, highway driving, driving with slope up or down and 
different weather conditions. 
 
 
Picture 2.6 Different speeds and different parameters give different results 
[54]
.  
 
 
Another important calculation that needs to be done is the battery. 
Simulations as before will last until the energy finishes completely. From the 
tests that take place the efficiency of the batteries reveal from the different 
parameters. The main characteristics that need to be addressed are the 
voltage of the battery, the current and the level of discharge. Some numbers 
that have to know from the beginning are the mass, the size and the type of 
the battery. With these numbers simulations can show approximately the 
energy in amph that a batteries hold. The efficiency of the motors and the side 
parts like the controllers are calculated also in the same tests. Many tests can 
be solved very fast since the computational power has increased.    
 
 
2.7 Designing the electric vehicle. 
 
To start designing an e-car the first thing that has to be taken into 
consideration is to where this car is destined to travel. Then the second thing 
that is the most important and has to be taken into account is the efficiency. 
To raise the efficiency someone has to focus on the minimizing of the 
aerodynamic drag and the rolling resistance. The perfect aerodynamic shape 
is a rain-drop size. It has the lowest Cd (drag coefficient) but it is impossible to 
keep a shape like this because down force is needed to keep the vehicle 
stable on the terrain. The number of Cd=0.04 is considered to be a goal 
thought, for designers and engineers. Of course the aerodynamic of the car 
will have to match to the purpose of its traveling. A bus or a van for example 
cannot have the shape of a racing car. The purpose is to have enough space 
in the cabin.  
The part that also needs special attention is the chassis designing. In early 
years the chassis was designed as separated part of the car because it had 
the basic strength and it protected the passengers. Nowadays the standards 
have changed and the chassis is one part with the body. This changed 
because as part they offer better strength, better aerodynamic, less cost, 
lighter and better behavior in crash [45].  
If taken into account all parameters that were mentioned the designing can be 
very complex and time consuming. Many simulations and experiments have 
to take place before a final product comes in the market. The batteries can be 
placed everywhere in the car in order to find the place where stability 
increases or efficiency increases.  
 
2.8 Electric vehicle and the environment. 
 
Since the concerns of humanity about harming the environment are growing 
the development of the electric vehicles comes as partially convenient 
solution mostly for decreasing CO2 emissions in urban regions. Someone 
could claim that the production of energy is the same so there is no gain but 
the energy in the form of gasoline comes in three stages. Well to wheel, wheel 
to tank and tank to wheels. If the energy is produced in one place it can be 
distributed through the existing electricity network thus making the third stage 
disappear. Another point is that biomass could be used as fuel so the first 
stage will disappear and making countries’ economies stable and 
independent, like the one of Brazil where the majority of cars are modified to 
use ethanol which comes from the sugar beet and sugar cane.   
The energy that is used from electric cars in comparison with internal 
combustion cars in different speed is shown in picture 2.7 and it is clearly that 
in urban regions where the speeds are very low, especially in capitals, the 
energy gains are very high.  
 
Picture 2.7 Efficiency of the electric car is greater as speed remains low 
[55]
.  
 
 
 
 
3. Energy used throughout the daily schedule. 
 
 
3.1 Introduction. 
 
In the previous two chapters many technical details have been shown about 
the next generation power grids and an important future part of them the 
electric cars. Many references have been made on how the energy flows 
towards the users and how the smart grids are designed. The electric vehicles 
will be designed as well to fit properly without creating problems. The use of 
e-cars can either charge from the grid (G2V) or store the energy and 
discharge in the grid when asked (V2G). Both cases will be discussed later. In 
this chapter the power demand will be analyzed, what time energy is more 
wanted and some factors will be found so in the future smart grids energy 
generation and consumption will be somewhat expected.  
 
 
3.2 Monthly energy consumption example. 
 
In this part we will see some data that come from a building in the center of 
the city of Thessaloniki. In this building there are offices and some 
apartments. Someone could say it is not enough to make calculation about 
the whole grid based in a building but these charts are indicative only to 
realize that the consumption is happening when there is human activity. The 
first chart shows different patterns of energy consumption in the month of 
February. It is obvious that the energy consumption increases when the 
businesses start going and people need extra energy to fulfill their duties. It is 
obvious that in the weekend despite having only apartments in the building 
the energy consumption remains stable. In the picture 3.1 the minimum, the 
average and maximum energy demand is shown with the green blue and red 
lines respectively.  
 Picture 3.1 Consumption in a building during February.  
 
 
 
Picture 3.2 Consumption in the first day of February.  
 
 
 
In picture 3.2 we see the daily consumption of the first February of 2013. The 
purple line is the maximum achieved energy demand during the summer 
when air conditioning is needed to cool the building. The average is the blue 
and it represents the annual energy consumption and the green is the lowest 
energy demand of the year and it is achieved in the period of autumn when 
energy has the least demand.  
 
 
3.3 Daily energy consumption example. 
 
To understand further the production and the consumption we must see the in 
the next pictures the amount of energy that is produced and consumed in the 
area of Crete. At picture 3.3 we see the transmission lines where we can see 
the energy production by steam factories, diesel engines, gas turbines and of 
course the dispersed generation of RES.  
 
Picture 3.3 Transmission lines in Crete 
[56]
.  
 
 
Picture 3.4 Consumption of Crete at 15/02/2012 
[56]
.  
 Picture 3.5 Consumption of Crete at 02/07/2012 
[56]
.  
 
In the next two pictures (3.4, 3.5) we see two different consumptions at 
15/2/2012 and 2/7/2012. Both of them represent the average of the energy 
consumed in the period of winter and summer respectively. It is clear that in 
the summer more energy is consumed due to the air conditioning. We choose 
this day to see how the energy mix is and what amounts come from different 
sources. 
 
 
Picture 3.6 Energy mix on 02/07/2012 
[56]
.  
 
It is very clear that the time of 20:00 until around 22:00 that has been 
produced has reached a maximum and an extra diesel generator has been 
used at that time. Of course this increases the price of electricity in the market 
and for sure it would be meaningless for an electric vehicle to charge at that 
time.  
 
 
3.4 Electrical load management. 
 
Electric load management is also referred as load management and means 
that where there is consumption of electricity there must be at least the equal 
in energy production. It is easy to calculate the generation of energy because 
the generation factories are limited and the power outcome is calculated. The 
power that will be consumed is somewhat within some limits but it is never 
completely predictable. Variety of weather conditions may change the energy 
consumption radically.  PPC is obliged to supply energy without stopping 
which leads shifting the load in various forms within the day to keep up with 
the consumption. We have seen before some graphs that show an indicative 
day of the winter and the summer and how that energy is produced. Shifting 
the load from when is most needed to when is less needed is called load 
management. Load management splits into three categories [1] as shown in 
picture 3.7.  
 
Picture 3.7 The three categories of load management.  
Peak clipping is when demand side management actually takes place in a 
well-informed society and people tend to low their consumption in times of 
peak usage of energy [2]. An example is shown in picture 3.8 where there was 
three GW less demand in a part of California in a hot day of August 2006 after 
the state informed the consumers how to reduce their energy consumption.  
 
 
Picture 3.8 The effect of demand side management 
[12]
.  
 
Load shifting is when moving the peak demand to another time resulting in 
less energy consumption or the dispersed energy causes a smaller maximum 
load in the peak hours [2].  
Valley filling is the method when incentives are given (mostly economical) to 
consumers and encourages them to consume energy when there is low 
demand. Valley filling comes usually with load shifting programs so both will 
be successful and energy will be shifted and fill the “valleys” in the graph [2].  
In the next picture we see what happens in reality. It is obvious again that 
during the night demand is at the lowest point and the price also is at the 
lowest point. As power consumption increases the price increases 
accordingly.  
 
 Picture 3.9 The price accordingly to the power consumption 
[12]
.  
 
It is clear that there is no need to search further to realize that this pattern 
explains that whatever the cause is to create such a demand, like the 
weather, being at work, opening the air condition, opening the oven or 
whatever activity is happening leads to this graph [3]. Power companies have 
to adjust to that specific load demand and produce an equal amount for 
transmission and distribution.  
The cost of energy production varies for different kinds of technology. The 
most cheap are the steam engine factories that use coal, gas and nuclear as 
fuel. This kind of power generation is ideal for baseline power but not suitable 
for peak production. It is not profitable or energy wise to construct a 30GW 
power plant that is used only one hour a day. This is the reason why smaller 
generators do this particular job. But since these generators are fired up only 
some times and are stand by most of the time the cost of the electricity rises 
as shown in the graphs [4]. Load management for the power grid is a complex 
procedure that includes a lot of parameters and it is going to be more complex 
in the future since more power production companies will be involved [5]. 
 A way of dealing with the problem of peak power demand is having RES 
penetration all over the grid [6]. But power from renewable resources is very 
costly at the time and it doesn’t help having energy investments since the 
production of all tools for the photovoltaics and the wind turbines are 
constructed in China.  
 
  
3.5 Vehicle to grid concept. 
 
Until now the concept of existing electric vehicles connected in the grid is one 
way charging towards the consumers. During the parking in the houses at 
night or at parking stops there will be charging points suitable for the electric 
vehicles. Consumers can charge in rapid mode or slow mode in the night at 
home for example.  
 
Picture 3.10 One way energy flow 
[57]
.  
 
There is a second more interesting concept that includes charged vehicles to 
have the ability of discharging into the grid back. This new concept is called 
Vehicle to Grid (V2G). The owners of the electric vehicles that participate in 
this kind of programs will be part of the energy market and of course there will 
be some revenues or at least a reduction of the total price of electricity 
consumption. These cars will be a part of services like demand side 
management [7].  It is estimated that roughly 27% of the vehicles is moving 
during peak hours [8]. That means that 83% of the total vehicles in the market 
if they were electrical they would be eligible of acting as batteries and 
providing necessary energy back to the grid. 
 
 
Picture 3.11 Two ways energy flow 
[57]
.  
 
 
The concept of V2G came to surface after the evolution of the grid turning into 
the smart grid. The penetration of the power production from RES is also 
assisted by the V2G program. Storing the energy that is produced from RES 
is a feature that is not possible from the photovoltaics or the wind turbines, an 
extra storing method must be added like an artificial dam or a storage 
methods that we previous saw.  
There are two different methods of transferring the energy back to the grid 
from the electrical vehicles. The first is the method where the energy flows 
from the same network and power circuits and is called bidirectional. In the 
second method new cables will be installed and new parts will be put so the 
flow will be one way and that is from the stored energy in the cars towards the 
grid. The second method is named unidirectional. Studies have shown that 
using the same network that charges the vehicles is more efficient [9]. Despite 
the fact that consumers will be more attracted to the idea of earnings will be 
higher the method that will be applied for the V2G is the unidirectional. In this 
project we will try to analyze more the unidirectional method. Thus from now 
on all connections that will be mentioned will be this kind. The logical step 
after unidirectional V2G has been applied is the bidirectional.    
 
 
3.6 Moving towards the V2G concept. 
 
It is worth noting that at the moment V2G programs are noticeably small 
scaled and not calculated in reality. Since there is no market for electric 
vehicles to support the idea, it works mostly in simulations and experiment 
laboratories. In simulations the cars that are taken into account are the:  
 BEV : battery electric vehicles 
 PHEV : plug in hybrid electric vehicles 
 EREV : extended range electric vehicles 
 FCEV : fuel cell vehicles 
 
Of the four categories all are eligible to take part in the V2G programs [10]. The 
first with the stored energy in the batteries, the second the energy from the 
batteries and also the energy from the internal combustion engine, the third 
like the first and the last can act only as generator since the energy cannot be 
stored from the grid.  
There are three more conditions that the vehicles have to fulfill in order to be 
eligible to participate in V2G programs.  
 to have a proper connection with the grid, 
 to be able to receive a signal from the system operator in real time, 
 and finally to have a smart meter to calculate all the energy that has 
been send. 
 
 
 
 
 Picture 3.12 V2G concept with highlight at the communication ways 
[58]
.  
 
 
3.7 Participation of electric vehicles in the energy market and the 
ancillary services. 
 
Ancillary services have been developed in order to improve the current 
electric grid. It became more reliable, the supply and demand are in balance 
and the relationship seller-consumer has been improved. They are not widely 
known for they have been added to the complete operating expenses and 
energy rates. When deregulation was forced into the energy market in many 
provinces different rules were applied in the energy markets with result the 
ancillary services to come to surface. The regulation for the ancillary services 
has a secondary purpose and that is to adjust technical details like the 
frequency, the voltage and the area that control is applied. It also enhances 
energy flow towards the consumers by matching the generation to the 
demand [11].  The scheduled demand is the factor that determines the quantity 
of regulation must be applied. For example in California the amount of 
regulation that is applied goes from 5 to 10 percent [12]. Base load energy 
producers are treated differently that those who are purposed to regulate. For 
example in picture 3.6 we have seen that base load production comes mostly 
from steam engines and during the day it is stable. The regulation power 
engines are mostly diesel engines and gas engines. This type of energy 
power generation is more easily controlled and it is used for increasing or 
decreasing the power output. The entire time they are online and they start 
operating when there is demand. Wherever the energy markets operate with a 
system operator (ISO), ancillary services maybe acquired with extra utilities to 
operated proportional to the load. There are two different prices for the 
ancillary services. The one is the capacity price where the price is defined by 
the unit that is available to be operated at all times for a specified amount of 
energy and the energy price that comes from the service that is responsible 
for increasing or decreasing the amount of energy that is flowing towards the 
grid.  
 
 
3.8 Vehicle to grid program based in economics. 
 
In reality energy that comes from vehicles has an average cost of 30 cents. 
This amount comes from the total amount that is composed from all the types 
of energy produced. If we look at picture 3.16 again we will see the energy 
mix and the costs rise from a combination of all the ways that are used to 
produce energy. The energy that comes from steam factories is about 5 
cents. If we had to make a comparison why the system operator would prefer 
to buy and sell energy at that price we have to take into consideration that for 
peak power (spinning reserves) ancillary services have a higher price that is 
destined only for the capacity price and the energy price. So the electric 
vehicles would be treated as a generator that is online and is paid for a 
capacity price, meaning that is instantaneous ready to provide energy and an 
energy price for the actual amount of energy that is fused into the grid.  
Features that are also very important are the capital cost of the investment 
meaning the total amount of money for the generation and the storing, the 
spinning reserve time response meaning the time that is needed for the 
energy to be dispatched into the grid and finally the ability to operate without 
having maintenance issues like breakdowns. All three features have proven to 
be better in the case of V2G energy dispatched [13].  
In order to have V2G possibility in electric vehicles two modifications are 
essential to have been done first. The first is that power electronics have to be 
installed on board of the car so there will be compatibility with the grid for 
sending the energy. The second is that there must be installed a kind of 
control that also communicates with the system operator and after request the 
energy will be dispatched. The system operator is essential for this part 
because he will calculate when is the most profitable for everyone to buy the 
energy from a fleet of cars and sell it back. It is worth mentioning that it will be 
an essential part of the software that will be installed to the vehicles the 
possibility to adjust how much the battery will discharge.  
The energy that comes from electric vehicles can vary in power from very 
small amounts and slow discharge the vehicles battery or high amount of 
energy will be dispatched for a smaller period. This is due to nature of the 
electric vehicle construction, having the energy and having the possibility to 
use it in various ways. That makes the V2G vehicles ideal for regulation 
because with a signal they can reduce or increase the amount of energy they 
dispatch immediately. An example has been successfully demonstrated with 
an electric car providing the energy when requested [14].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Optimal charging development. 
 
 
4.1 Introduction. 
 
We have seen the concept of electric vehicles connected to the grid providing 
energy when it is requested. Energy from electric powered vehicles can be a 
major add on for ancillary services. The way that we will analyze further the 
V2G program is the unidirectional because the infrastructure is already there. 
Some minor adjustments have to be done and less equipment has to be 
added than in case of bidirectional energy flow. Also the communication will 
not burden the system operator or the aggregator. For the regulation of the 
energy the aggregator will have to have a plan or better an algorithm that will 
be the main tool for the regulation of the energy. Of course the algorithm will 
be based on the prices because this is the main parameter that shapes the 
amounts of energy dispatched. In this part of the project we will perform a 
simulation of a ten thousand electric vehicles that will show profits are 
increasing while the total amount of energy produced is less and the 
consumers pays less for his consumption. 
 
 
4.2 Profitable regulation of the electric vehicles. 
 
The algorithm that we will try to develop intends to regulate the amount of 
energy for the highest profit. The amount of energy that will be regulated must 
be a specific number for the electric vehicle and we will try to set a point 
around the amount of the total charging. This number might come out of the 
average charging capability of all the cars that participate to the program [15]. 
For better results the aggregator will set many points for different parameters 
so the algorithm will perform the best way. All cars will be presumed 
commuter which means they are transport vehicles (trucks, vans, passenger 
car and light vehicles). Studies have shown that in average most of the time 
these vehicles are in stasis from 08:00 to 17:00. It is also clear that in the 
morning hours from 22:00 to 06:00 most of the cars are parked. Electric 
vehicles will be treated in that way too. Different algorithms will have different 
benefits for each kind of category and different outcome for the market of 
energy. We will determine the preferred operation point the number of the 
average charging and discharging and it actually means the amount of 
regulation that the system operator will apply [16][17]. But the meaning is 
different for different parts of the grid. For instance POP for a power producer 
means the power outlet but for the electric vehicle means power drainage. 
The aggregator will try to modulate the amount of energy from the e-cars in 
order to get the necessary capacity. 
 
 
4.3 The correct preferred operating point. 
 
The algorithm that we will design is at picture 4.1. A better interpretation with 
all parameters is shown at pictures 4.2 and 4.3 at the two graphs. Regulation 
on POP has three main positive effects. Energy losses at the feeders are 
decreased, heavily loaded feeders remain connected within the limits of POP 
and the charging power rates will be increased at the side of the consumer.  
Since the POP sets the regulation amount and capacity moves up and down 
to a specific amount the correct Preferred Operating Point is easy to choose. 
The algorithm will be based on the heuristic smart charging or the optimal 
selection. The two algorithms in our case will be based on the load and the 
price of the electricity. The load based algorithm will have a portion of RES 
penetration thus making it more efficient. The POP will be chosen based on 
the total load and not on the load that energy from RES is excluded.  
 
 Picture 4.1 Algorithm flow chart based on regulation 
[59]
.  
 
 
Picture 4.2 POP with the regulated energy 
[59]
.  
 
Picture 4.3 Soc in comparison to maximum charge capacity 
[59]
.  
The parameters that need to be defined are: 
 
 V : energy variation around POP 
 MV : maximum variation around POP 
 POPi(t) : Preferred operation point of i(t) battery 
 MxAPi : Maximum power draw capability over POP of i(t) battery 
 MnAPi : Minimum power draw capability over POP of i(t) battery 
 PDi : Total power drainage of i(t) battery 
 CRi : Charge left for i(t) battery 
 MPi : Maximum power drainage of i(t) battery 
 MCi : Maximum capacity of i(t) battery 
 SOCi : State of charge for i(t) battery 
 Efi : efficiency of the i(t) battery 
 
The three different algorithms that will be proposed will be based on the price, 
on the load and the maximum regulation.  
 
1. For the price based three equations are valid : 
Mx=Max(PDA(t0 : t0 + 24 * 60/n))         (1) 
Mn=Min(PDA(t0 : t0 + 24 * 60/n))         (2) 
                           POPi(t) 
       
     
               (3) 
                
2. For the load based three equations will also be valid : 
                              Mx=Max(LDA(t0 : t0 + 24 * 60/n))          (4) 
                               Mn=Min(LDA(t0 : t0 + 24 * 60/n))          (5) 
                                      POPi(t) 
       
     
               (6) 
3. For the maximum regulation it will be : 
                           POPi(t) 
         
 
                 (7) 
 
The meaning of the parameters is: 
t0 : The beginning of the 24 hour cycle, in our case 24:00 or 00:00 
L : Separated in n minutes the combination of load and wind time series 
LDA : Separated in minutes the day ahead forecast time 
P : Price separated in n minutes 
PDA : Separated in minutes the day ahead price  
H : the hours left for the scenario 
 
The POP will be set from the equations that were shown before. For an 
improved POP we will use three more equations that are related with the 
regulation of the capacity. The new equations will ensure that the electric 
vehicles will be partially charged until the end of the bidding period. 
 
POPi = min(POPi, Cri)                 (8) 
 
                     MxAPi = Mmin(MPi-POPi, CRi-POPi)      (9)    
   
                     MnAPi = POPi                                          (10) 
 
 
4.4 The best preferred operating point. 
 
When we used smart techniques we found a very efficient and proper 
algorithm. But what happens when charging happens partially at other times. 
The algorithm does not operate respectively. To make things clear it is the 
aggregator that will decide which algorithm will be taken into account and 
when. All optimization on the hardware and software and on board of the 
electric vehicles will be installed by the aggregator. Having a stable data base 
the aggregator will decide firstly his maximum profit and then the best balance 
profit and load consumption for all. Of course the more regulation the more 
profitable equation will come out for the aggregator, which is why there is a 
limit and a POP. The aggregator wants total system benefit with benefits for 
the electric vehicle owners. 
The aggregator will charge the electric vehicles when regulating as much as 
possible. To create a formula to add to the algorithm we must assume the 
profits are result of two different sources. The first is the balanced market 
price for the consumers and the second is the percentage of the earnings for 
the aggregator for regulating the market. In our case because the energy flow 
is unidirectional the periods of charging will be presumed fixed and the electric 
cars cannot disconnect so the regulation will take place as in equation (10). 
For the maximum regulation algorithm the algorithm will change into:  
Maximize In – C              (11) 
POPi(t), MxAPi(t), MnAPi(t) 
Turns into: 
In = a  ∑ (                                   )    
  ∑ ∑                                                              (12) 
 
Rup(t) =  ∑                                                         (13) 
 
Rdown(t) =  ∑                                                     (14) 
 
MnAPi(t) ≤ POPi(t),                                                 (15) 
 
∑                                                        (16) 
 
(MxAPi(1) + POPi(1))Efi + SOCI,I ≤ MPi                  (17) 
 
POPi(t) ≤ MPi                                                         (18) 
 
MxAPi(t) + POPi(t) ≤ MPi                                       (19) 
 
MxAPi(t) ≥ 0                                                          (20) 
 
MnAPi(t) ≥ 0                                                         (21) 
 
POPi(t) ≥ 0                                                            (22) 
 
The meaning of these parameters is: 
In: from the income of the aggregator 
C: the costs of the aggregator  
Mk: the markup area from the aggregator over the wholesale prices 
α: revenues for the aggregator expressed in percentage 
Rup: the amount of the regulation over the capacity 
Rdown: the amount of regulation under the capacity 
Exu: every hourly cycle the expected percentage for regulation to mover over 
the capacity 
ExD: every hourly cycle the expected percentage for regulation to mover 
under the capacity 
SOCI,i: the primal charging capacity of the i
th electric vehicle 
 
The forecasted price of the energy will come out of: 
 
E(PDi(t)) = MxAPiExD + POPi(t) – MnAPi(t)ExU       (23) 
 
ExD = 
∫         
 
    
∫    
 
   
                                         (24) 
 
ExU = 
∫         
   
 
∫    
   
 
                                           (25) 
 
 
From equation (23) we get the energy that we were supposed to get if we 
subtract the up regulation from down around the POP. The expected values 
that are supposed to be subtracted are found from equations (24) and (25). Of 
course if these numbers were found in a constant line the program would be 
linear and no algorithm would be needed.  
We presume the expenses for the aggregator passed to the electric vehicle 
owners as the market level of pricing varies at all times. It is also worth 
mentioning that some expenses will not be taken into account. For example 
the communication between the aggregator and the e-cars for regulation will 
take place at the already build infrastructure of networks.  
At this point we will add a maximum load constraint to the optimal maximum 
regulation where the two variables Mx and Mn come from equations (4) and 
(5). This constrains the additional load of the electric vehicles to be less than 
that of the algorithm.   
 
∑         
       
     
∑             
    
                             (26)     
 
Having the load of the EVs more of that what is asked is obligatory for the 
utilities so excessive discharging will be prevented. This way the aggregator 
will be able to decide when is better to charge and discharge and also to 
decide how to discharge e-cars with low SOC. Because the price is 
intermediately connected to the load the optimal algorithm will look like before: 
 
∑         
       
     
∑             
    
                             (27) 
 
Like before the two variables Mx and Mn come from equations (1) and (2). 
The last equation prohibits the load level to be higher that what is set by the 
rice limitation so costumers might be charged for the lowest levels. An add-on 
is needed to the cost function to prevail this from happening: 
 
                      ∑  ∑                  
 
    P(t)                            (28) 
Until now no directives have been given on how much the batteries can 
discharge or charge. The aggregator will decide if the higher profits come only 
when the majority of the EVs are almost completely charged and then 
regulated. However the customer will be able to control the limits of charging 
discharging on the electric vehicles. 
 
 
4.5 Simulation example. 
 
We will perform a simulation of the six algorithms that were shown before. We 
will make a hypothesis that these algorithms are applied for regulation of ten 
thousand electric vehicles. The equations will be inserted in a special program 
that will perform the simulation and finally will draw a graph for the results. 
This program is Matlab. Despite having the possibility to apply the algorithms 
for the total time of the day we choose to apply them from 08:00 until 17:00 
giving the aggregator total nine hours to regulate as he prefers. In our case 
we will use the average system load and power output for every five minutes. 
Some of the data comes from the Bonneville Power Administration from the 
year 2007 [18]. We will take the regulation signal as the load minus the wind 
and the total will abstract the five minute average of load minus the power 
output. Someone could say that 5 minutes response time especially for 
regulation is very low but in reality it has been shown, we mentioned also 
before, that electric vehicles have the fastest response of any other kind of 
energy transfer [19] [20] . Wind power comes in thirty minutes forecasting and 
load schedules are improved by adding an error to the real forecasted 
average load which come every hour [21]. Observations like wind forecasting 
and day ahead load and a percentage of errors are reported in [22][23]. We will 
use the regulation prices of 2007 as given from BPA [24] and we will generate 
day ahead forecasts to have equal error percentage [25]. The regulation price 
that we take is 3,11$/MWh, one of the lowest ever recorded.  
The cars that can be used in the simulation are all kind of energy storing cars 
in the battery. Hybrid cars could be also taken into account but for this 
simulation we will use the most common electric cars that are known in the 
market. For example will use the tesla roadster [26], the Th!nk city [27], Mini-e 
BMW [28], Mitsubishi iMiev [29] and the Nissan leaf [30]. The characteristics are 
easily found on the construction firm’s web page. We will assume different 
number of vehicles of different brands on the street to have a more realistic 
approach. We will assume we have 5% tesla vehicles, 20% Th!nk vehicles, 
25% iMiev, 20% Mini-e and 30% Nissan leaf. These numbers are taken based 
on the number of cars that circulate and have been sold in the market. All 
vehicles are placed on a random distance from the connection with the grid 
[31]. Another assumption that we will make is that all electric vehicles have a 
charging efficiency about 90% and the charging characteristics fit the plug 
with 240V and able to draw a current of 30A [32]. Another assumption that we 
have to take is that cars with initial state of charge over 95% will be excluded 
from the simulation. This assumption will have a result in reducing the number 
of vehicles that participate to 7421. We will consider the revenues for the 
aggregator to originate from the regulation (α) and a percentage of the 
wholesale price of energy in the market (Mk). This limits the revenues of the 
aggregator to a fixed number for moving the energy towards the cars despite 
the current price that may rise or fall. In this case the aggregators revenues 
are 10% frm the total regulation and 0.05$/KWh over the market price that the 
electric vehicles purchase. Every hour the aggregator must pay the wholesale 
price of the net energy used [33].  
 
 
4.5 Simulation results. 
 
As mentioned the year that we use is 2007 where the prices are known. Also 
we set the simulation to operate from 08:00 until 17:00 for all days except of 
the weekends. We managed to reduce the net load forecast errors by 10% by 
forecasting at s the time passes.  We assume that at the hourly operation the 
hour ahead load and wind forecasting are scheduled values.  
We choose the day of 25th June of 2007 because the daily peak load and 
price are observed clearly at the time for the reason of the high temperatures.  
 Picture 4.3 For the regulation two different algorithms 
[60]
. The first with the maximum 
regulation and the second with the optimal regulation. 
 
The wind is also providing energy over the 60% of the installed capacity. At 
picture 4.3 we show the total power draw (PD) to show the response of the 
electric vehicles to the regulation signal. As we can see the POP gradually 
increases. We took this initial low numbers to take full regulation at the 
beginning and as time passes to compensate the regulation down. At picture 
4.3(a) we do not take into account any system constraints. That is why every 
hour the POP is put in a way that regulation can be sold with up and down 
capacity. When the electric vehicles charge the amount of regulation down, it 
becomes less and less until the last hour there is very little to be sold. At the 
optimal regulation algorithm we see that bidding at a higher level of regulation 
down capacity the whole charging period is possible. Because the energy that 
is for sale has a higher price than the price of regulation capacity the 
algorithm prefers to charge the electric vehicles at the maximum. The same 
way the optimal load and the optimal price algorithm react.  
 
 
 
Picture 4.4 Two different price based algorithms with the price based with maximum load 
constraint 
[60]
.  
 
 
 
The equations that ensure electric vehicles to be partially charged (8-10) sets 
the POP as close as possible. After the first hour where many of the electric 
vehicles charges completely, the regulation for up and down capacity is 
reducing. On the other side the optimal price algorithm at hour 11 raises the 
POP because the price is at the lowest point. And at hour 13 the POP is 
raised again because at the time selling the energy is more profitable than 
regulating and since the price will increase at a later point the POP might step 
over zero. During the hour 13 there is no regulation up capacity bid because 
total energy is more profitable. 
 
 
Picture 4.5 Two different load based algorithms with the load based with maximum load 
constraint 
[60]
.  
 
As we have seen from the equations the load based algorithm operates 
somewhat the same with the priced based algorithm but with different 
constraint. The next based load algorithm 4.5 (b) keeps increasing the POP 
until it surpasses the load constraint thus regulation up capacity is not bided.  
 
 
4.5 Annual report. 
 
After observing the algorithms efficiency the whole year we see that all 
participants have different kind of benefits. The aggregator gets the highest 
profits when the optimum maximum regulation algorithm is used as shown at 
picture 4.6. This is the main purpose of the algorithm and it does not take into 
account the effects of loading or trying to give benefits to the customer by 
decreasing the costs.  
 
 
 
Picture 4.6 Aggregators annual revenues 
[14]
.  
 
 
The optimal load based and optimal price based algorithms are not that 
efficient for two reasons. One reason is that there is a forecast error that 
confuses the consumer in the first hours that the constraint of the POP will 
allow a higher level of regulation in later hours. But since electric vehicles 
have less energy they have to charge and they are unable to sale energy. 
Because most of the time energy demand is at the peak at the afternoon, for 
example in the summer day that we saw sales are very low. This can be dealt 
by adding a risk factor on the forecast. The other reason for low revenues is 
the low price of regulation from the BPA system. The profits will be higher 
from selling the energy.  
 
 
 
Picture 4.7 Electric vehicle charging results in average and maximum daily peak load 
increase 
[15]
.  
 
 
 
 
If we consider what would be better for the grid we would preferred to have 
the electric vehicles fully charged while in the meantime maximum regulation 
would take place. At picture 4.7 we see the results from each POP selection 
algorithm. We see that both Load and optimal load give the lowest daily 
average increase and on the other hand the maximum regulation gives the 
lowest maximum daily increase. This happens because the POP is a specific 
number on the maximum regulation and because there is forecast error. It 
also happens because the algorithms intent to maximize the amount of 
regulation rather than increase the average peak load.  
At pictures 4.8 and 4.9 we see the amounts of up regulation capacity and 
regulation down capacity the time period where the simulation took place, 
from 08:00 until 17:00. At 12:00 the load and price based algorithms suggest 
the highest regulation up capacity but the problem is that there is no 
remaining capacity from the electric vehicles for bidding. Because of the few 
changes in POP when the maximum regulation algorithm is used we have the 
most stable regulation every hour. However in all algorithms there is low 
regulation up capacity the first hours and there are great amounts of 
regulation down capacity the last hour. In fact we get the best possible daily 
regulation capacity bid.  
 
 
Picture 4.8 Hourly regulation up capacity for every hour 
[16]
.  
 
 Picture 4.9 Hourly regulation down capacity for every hour 
[16]
.  
 
From the side of the consumer the wanted parameters are the cars to be as 
much charged as possible and at the best price. At picture 4.10 we see the 
average price that the consumer pays for charging the electric vehicle. This 
amount comes from subtracting the price of energy from the revenues. The 
optimal price is the lowest because of the algorithm. However the other 
algorithms perform well. The next best choice is the optimal load based 
algorithm and the gap is only about 0.005$/KWh more to pay.  
Despite being higher than nighttime prices this program is still lucrative. 
Despite being dependent from regulation at the price of 35$/MWh [16] it is still 
profitable. At picture 4.11 the minimum SOC for all algorithms shows clearly 
that the optimal maximum regulation algorithm has the highest of all. All 
algorithms perform very well but electric vehicles that begin with high state of 
charge get charged quicker using the Load and based algorithms. 
 
 
 
 
 
 Picture 4.10 Price paid by the consumers based on the algorithms 
[17]
.  
 
 
 
Picture 4.11 Average daily minimum SOC based on the algorithms 
[17]
.  
 
 
 
 
5. Value of Vehicle to grid for regulation.  
 
 
5.1 Introduction.  
 
After having developed the proper way for charging and recharging the 
electric vehicles we will try to calculate the real value of electric vehicles that 
participate in the V2G program. We will do this by introducing the equations 
for the profit, the costs and the power capacity of V2G. Also we will use two 
different fleets of electric vehicles to aid in the calculation.  
 
 
5.2 Profits for the regulation. 
 
Two assumptions will be made in order to assist in the calculations. One is 
that a company will purchase the amount of regulation and the calculations 
will take place in the whole year. The regulation will take the earnings from the 
two different energy prices that we mentioned before. One will be for the 
available amount and the other for the actual amount that is produced. So the 
equation will be: 
rREG-UP=(pCAPptplug)+(pelPtplugRd-c)                          (1) 
Where: 
 pcap the capacity price in US dollars($) per KWh, 
tplug : the total time that the electric vehicle is connected in the grid 
pel : the price of selling the electricity to the market 
P : the power of the electric vehicle 
The capacity prices will be set by the system operator. The average price in a 
year will derive from the day ahead prices of the market. Of course all of this 
should be possible where the ISO system is in operation. Another clarification 
that we have to make is that the tplug could be the time that the electric vehicle 
is connected to the grid but it could also mean the same time but not 
necessarily connected the whole time. Another parameter Rd-c is the dispatch 
over the contrast ratio [8]. The combination of them will provide the real 
dispatch of electric vehicles. It will be: 
 
Rd-c = 
     
             
 
     
      
                                                                (2) 
 
This ratio is the energy dispatched to the power times the contracted amount 
of time. When in regulation the contracted power becomes the time of total 
plugged for the electric vehicles and the contracted power becomes the total 
power that is dispatched [13]. In the system of California (CA.ISO) [14] the Rd-c is 
calculated and the result is 0.1 which we will use further. Despite electric 
vehicles being capable for regulation up and regulation down if we used only 
the regulation down throughout the year the revenues would be: 
rReg-Down = (PcapPplug)                                                                        (3) 
After the assumption of having only regulation down the battery will be fully 
charged creating a lesser tplug. We will assume the batteries are half charged 
at 50% when in regulation down. 
 
 
5.3 Profits for the regulation up and regulation down. 
 
A simple way to calculate the cost of production regulation up per year is the 
cost to produce the real power in KWh multiplied with the actual amount of 
KWh that has been produced. We assume the cost for regulation down to be 
zero because it is the same as charging the battery when providing regulation 
down. The annual cost for regulation up will be: 
Creg-up = (CenPtplugRd-c)+Cac 
And the cost for regulation down will be: 
CReg-down = 0 (for both regulation down and regulation up) 
Or  
CReg-down = Cac (regulation down) 
Where CReg-down and Creg-up the total costs, Cen the cost in the market in $/KWh 
which includes cost of electricity losses, maintenance of the battery and finally 
Cac the cost for extra equipment purchased for the electric vehicles.  
The profits for the consumer depend on how the consumer will exploit the 
V2G program. Equation (7) is the ration KWh over the efficiency of the electric 
vehicle plus the cost of the battery degradation: 
Cen = 
   
     
                                                                                    (7) 
And the cost of battery degradation in time will be: 
Cd = 
    
   
  
             
       
                                                                     (8)           
Cpe is the cost of electricity for charging the electric vehicles in $/KWh, Cbat the 
cost of changing the battery, Let the amount of energy that the battery 
provided In all the life cycles that go for a certain percentage, Es the total 
amount of energy that the battery can have in KWh and Cb the same as Cbat, 
C1 the cost of labor of changing the battery and t1 the time of the labor. 
Regulation has to be modified in the way that the batteries will not degrade 
very fast. That means with shallow charging the battery will have more cycles 
[34].  
The additional equipment costs are expressed as Cac . In order to calculate 
the annualized capital cost we have to multiply the cost to the capital recovery 
factor as seen in the next equation: 
Cac = Cc * CRF = Cc * 
 
         
                                                         (9)      
Where Cc the capital cost, in $ in our case, d the discount rate and n the years 
which the investment is paying off.  
Costs for swapping power electronics might rise because of the usage. Many 
modifications have to be done from the beginning of the usage of the electric 
vehicle for the V2G program. A company for example has already designed a 
proper way of charging and discharging the battery into the grid [35]. An 
average price of a small modification would be 400$ [36]. An extra cost could 
be the net meter device that measures the amount of energy transfers. That 
could cost about 50$ [37] including the labor costs. Another cost would be the 
communication part that would burden the consumer. A current average price 
would be about 100$ [14]. So the total capital cost would reach up to 550$ 
 
 
5.4 Power capacity. 
 
Two are the parameters that define the available capacity: 
i) The physical boundaries that are put from the grid 
ii) And the energy that is dispatched in the unit of time. 
 
The physical boundaries mean the maximum power capacity of the line. In 
order to find that we need to know the maximum voltage and current that can 
flow within the line. For example in a line of 120V and 30A the Pline=3.6 KW. In 
our measurements we will use Pline=15KW at all times.   
The limit of the power that the electric vehicle Pvehicle can provide to the grid is 
proportionate to the energy stored in the batteries and the time that is needed 
for the energy to be dispatched. The equation for the limit of power will be: 
Pveh = 
(       
      
    
)    
     
                                                                         (10) 
Pveh is expressed in KW, Es in KWh, DoD is the depth discharge is around 
90% for all batteries, dd the distance that the car is supposed to go 
[38], the 
range buffer distance [39] , ηinv the efficiency and tdisp the time of the energy 
dispatch in hours. Since too many vehicles can be inserted into the grid to 
participate for the V2G program the energy dispatch might be too strong for 
the line to provide uninterrupted and without problems the energy. So the P line 
will provide the limits for the energy flow. When in regulation down mode the 
power capacity is defined by Pline but the time will be proportionate to the 
DoD. So the total time will be: 
tplug = 
               
         
                                                                            (11)   
Where instead of efficiency of the inerter we use efficiency of the charger.  
 
 5.5 Two fleets on the V2G program. 
 
We will use the equations that were mentioned before at two different fleets in 
order to calculate the profits for participating at the V2G program. The first 
fleet that we will examine is one hundred Th!nk cars. The way they are used 
is that in the morning they go to work and they charge there. Then they return 
after 8 hours been connected the grid and they connect back at home. We 
consider a line that has Pline = 2.9 with 208 V and 14 A. Another capacity that 
could be used is Pline = 6.2 KW by increasing the current to 30A. We take the 
same data as before and pay for electricity 0.05$/KWh and with this price we 
calculate the regulations costs Cen and the annual capital cost for each 
electric vehicle.  We calculate also from the equations (7) and (8) that the cost 
for regulation down of energy is zero, for regulation up and down is 
0.16$/KWh, the capital cost for regulation down is 25$ and for regulation up 
and down 171$. In order to get the real value we must take real data from the 
energy market. We will use data from the New York from 2000 until 2003 for 
four consecutive years. The price of the energy varied from 11$/MWh to 
27$/MWh. We consider the cars to be 1 hour disconnected and the other 23 
hours to be available. From equations (1), (2), (3), (4) we calculate the profits: 
 
Pline Total cost of 
cars 
Year 2000 
Profits 
Year 2001 
Profits 
Year 2002 
Profits 
Year 2003 
Profits  
2.9KW, 
Regulation up 
and down 
55500$ 7300$ -17000$ 4300$ 23200$ 
6.2KW, 
Regulation up 
and down 
99500$ 35300$ -16800$ 28700$ 69400$ 
2.9KW, 
Regulation 
down 
2500$ 38600$ 18900$ 36100$ 51400$ 
6.2KW, 
Regulation 
down 
2500$ 38600$ 18900$ 36000$ 51300$  
 
The New York market ISO prices for the specific years are:  
200020.9$/MWh, 200110.9$/MWh,  
200219.7$/MWh 200327.5$/MWh 
  
The results are very interesting in all years. Regulation up and down is 
profitable except at 2001 when the energy price was very low. 
When the electric vehicles are used for regulation down only then we take 
less hours of standby. tplug is now 18h for Pline=2.9 and 8.5h for Pline = 6.2. One 
thing that we need to notice is that the power capacity of the electric vehicles 
is not responsible for the prices. This is due to the decreasing hours of 
standby increases the power capacity. From what we saw regulation down is 
more profitable than regulation up and down. 
The second fleet that we will use is 252 Toyota Rav4. We will assume the 
SoC to be 30% to 50% and the electric vehicles to be connected 17h to the 
grid per day. The characteristics like the DoD and the battery type are easily 
found on the manufacturers website [40]. This time we will assume Pline = 
6.6KW and Pline =15KW. This time we will test in a different market the 
California ISO. The data that we need again is the energy price for regulation 
for the period 2000-2003. For regulation up and down and regulation down 
two different prices are given: 
Regulation up and down: 
200054.5 $/MWh, 200162.5 $/MWh,  
200212.9 $/MWh 200319.5 $/MWh 
Regulation down: 
200015.4 $/MWh, 200139.7 $/MWh,  
200214 $/MWh 200320.3 $/MWh 
It is worth mentioning that V2G may have two different kinds of participants, 
one kind for regulation up and down and one for regulation up. We will 
calculate the profits again with the previous equations and the results will be: 
 
 
Pline Total cost of 
cars 
Year 2000 
Profits 
Year 2001 
Profits 
Year 2002 
Profits 
Year 2003 
Profits  
6.6KW, 
Regulation up 
and down 
180000$ 584900$ 912000$ 144800$ 277600$ 
15KW, 
Regulation up 
and down 
380000$ 1358000$ 2102000$ 358000$ 659700$ 
6.6KW, 
Regulation 
down 
6300$ 150800$ 397700$ 135700$ 200900$ 
15KW, 
Regulation 
down 
6300$ 172300$ 452800$ 155100$ 229200$  
 
The least amount of profits is 135000$ and the maximum amount is 
2102000$. It is clear that regulation up and down is more profitable at all 
cases. When there is only regulation down then it is still profitable but less 
than before. The reason why regulation up and down is more profitable is that 
the battery is constantly in operation and not filling up. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. Conclusions.  
 
The aim of this dissertation is to figure out if the V2G program is worth 
developing and implementing into the market. In order to do smart grids had 
to be mentioned in the first part and the crucial part of the V2G program the 
electric vehicles had to be analyzed in the second part. We saw that 
technology is constantly improving and that storing energy and selling it to the 
grid is a possibility. Minor modifications have to be done thought, to the 
electric vehicles and the grid.  
In later parts it has been shown that unidirectional V2G can provide profits for 
all participants of the program. These could be the consumers, the aggregator 
and the power producers. The benefits would be different for each participant. 
The consumers would schedule the charging of their batteries and they would 
get decreased cost for energy. The aggregator could maximize the profits 
when using a smart algorithm for the regulation of energy. Finally the power 
producers can organize and improve their energy productions having greater 
profits by contracts and also inserting renewable energy sources into the grid. 
In the last part we have seen two different fleets of electric vehicles having 
profits in different markets with different energy price. We concluded that 
regulation up and down is most of the times more profitable than regulation 
down.    
 At the moment in Europe and everywhere else in the world there is no market 
for regulation services. There are no ancillary services that would also have 
direct benefits. Then the profits of the aggregator can be calculated but they 
have to be limited in some way. These three drawbacks will stall 
Implementing V2G for some time. But since there is a great need for 
improving the electric grid and RES penetration will be a great feature adding 
value to the V2G program it is almost certain that sometime in the near future 
the Vehicle to Grid program will be applied.  
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